
 

 

Submission on Draft replacement Bega River Area Regulated, Unregulated and 
Alluvial Water Sharing Plan 

About   
is an advocacy group founded in 1994 

representing productive water users throughout the Hunter Catchment. Our members consists 
of private diverters and both the Pokolbin and Broke/Fordwich private irrigation districts which 
include the thoroughbred industry, dairy, viticulture, horticulture, beef and cropping.  
Through our members,  represents over 2,000 Water Access Licence holders 
throughout the catchment who access regulated, unregulated and groundwater systems. 

engages in advocacy and policy development on behalf of the productive sector in the 
Hunter and strives to provide apolitical advice to all stakeholders and decision makers. 

 

To whom it may concern, 

 

This submission is provided on behalf of the . Whilst we are not within the Bega River 
WSP area, we are providing this submission out of concern that some of the proposals may, in 
future, sought to be applied to other Coastal WSP areas of NSW.  

The  is concerned to hear of proposals in the Bega WSP consultation documents that the 
increase in harvestable rights may be sought from within the existing Long-Term Average Annual 
Extraction Limit (LTAAEL), thereby impacting water reliability of existing entitlement holders. 
This is contrary to how water users were informed at the time of the Harvestable Rights review, 
that “if the harvestable rights volumes increase, the LTAAEL will increase by the same amount 
so there would be no impact on licence holder’s entitlement volumes at present”.  

We understand that the NSW Irrigators’ Council (NSWIC), to which  is a member 
organisation, has written to DPE to clarify this matter, and we eagerly await the response. It is our 
position that, given the significance of this matter in determining the industries position on the 
harvestable rights increase, DPE adhere to what was advised to stakeholders during the public 
consultation.  

Secondly,  is aware that the Natural Resources Commission (NRC) has recommended in 
a number of coastal WSPs to move towards numeric LTAAELs. Whilst   is open to further 
considering this proposal, there are a number of questions which we seek clarification on. 

is of the understanding that DPE has previously advised NSWIC that significant further 
work would be required before this could occur, such as to determine an appropriate method. We 
seek indication from DPE as to whether this work has occurred, and if so, what the findings were. 
We also need to understand how this proposal would interact with increased harvestable rights – 
i.e. whether the numeric LTAAEL would be fixed before, or after, increased harvestable rights, 
and at what point in time. 

Finally, our coastal valleys are unique, and very different to inland valleys, requiring different 
management regimes to respect this difference. In the NSW coastal valleys, water licence holders 



(including, but not just, irrigators) access typically between 3–10% of the total water yield, leaving 
90–97% to be discharged. Engaging genuinely and meaningfully with local water users is 
fundamental to understanding these systems, and how the water sharing rules have developed 
over time, often from an industry-led and voluntary basis. We hope DPE recognises the land and 
water stewardship of our water users all along coastal NSW, and enables this to continue.  

Yours sincerely, 

 

Secretary, 

 

 



20 August 2022 

Your name  
address   

Phone No  

NSW Department of Planning & Environment 
NSW Department of Primary Industry 

To whom it may concern, 

We strongly object to the draft water sharing plan for the Bega River Area Regulated, Unregulated 
and Alluvial Water Sources 2023.   

The proposed plan does not meet the needs of the community and therefore will not be successful 
in meeting its objectives.We find it appalling that after all the work we have done, and money spent, 
to improve the condition of our water ways that we are now being penalised for our efforts. By the 
Govt renegingon the Cease to Pump agreement at Kanoona and by making the implementation of 
on farm water storage unviable in most water sources. 

The capture of water in high flows following major rainfall events in on farm storages for use during 
prolonged dry periods, makes a lot of sense in this region.  Through the right licencing options there 
is also significant opportunity to reduce irrigation pressure on low flows to further improve the 
condition of our water ways. 

It is difficult for us to reconcile that; 
The Natural Resource Commission 2021,recommended investigation into on farm water storage as a 
means of reducing pressure on low flows and thatDPIE Water as part of the Draft Southern Regional 
Water Strategy included on farm water storage in their shortlist of options to improve water 
resilience for communities and industry.Yet DPIE Water as part of the remake of the Bega Water 
Sharing Plan are proposing to make the implementation of on farm water storage impossible across 
most water sources for the next 10 years. 

We strongly object to the proposed increases to the cease to pump rules in all water sources. In the 
Dry and Narira water sources the increase makes irrigation direct from streams unviable with out on 
farm water storage, which are not viable to implement the under current and proposed WSP.  In the 
Bega Bemboka, the increase is unjustified given, during the current WSP period,flows only dropped 
below 2ML/day at Kanoona, at the very end of the second worst drought on record.  Rather than 
imposing increased risk on irrigators the focus should be on increasing the Drought Reserve in 
Cochrane Dam and encouraging the implementation of on farm water storage. 

We urgently request that DPIE Water return to the Bega Valley and work together with water licence 
holders and the community to identify and agree on rules that are appropriate for our landscape and 
will help encourage on farm water storage and reduce irrigation pressure on low stream flows.  The 
proposed WSP in its current form will result in further dairy closures during the next dry period and 
will put at risk food manufacturing in this region.  We need the Govt to urgently work with the local 
community to change the plan so it will achieve its objectives and assist the Bega Valley transition to 
a circular economy. 



Yours sincerely 

 























Regional Circularity Co-operative Limited   ABN 81 776 977 850 
North Bega NSW  2550, Australia Email: 

info@begacircularvalley.com.au 

19 August 2022 

NSW Department of Planning & Environment 
NSW Department of Primary Industry 

To whom it may concern, 

Re: Water Sharing Plan for the Bega River Area Regulated, Unregulated and Alluvial Water Sources 
2023 

The Regional Circularity Co-operative is a new entity with a vision of transitioning the Bega Valley 
into Australia’s first regional circular economy.  The Co-operative currently has as its foundation 
members, Bega Cheese Limited, Bega Valley Shire Council, Rabobank, AACo, University of 
Wollongong and Charles Sturt University. The Co-operative is technically supported by KPMG.  The 
Co-operative has engaged extensively with the local community and local industries and has 
developed a series of flagship projects and supporting initiatives which we are progressing to 
implementation. On farm water storage is one of the flagship projects.  A copy of our vision 
document is attached. 

Water is critical to all life and its optimisation to support all natural systems and the local community 
is a key feature of a successful circular economy.  The Regional Circularity Co-operative is concerned 
that the needs of the local community/industry and the characteristics of our landscape have not 
been adequately considered in the proposed draft water sharing plan, specifically the rules around 
on farm water storage.   

On farm storage and the capture of water during high flows for utilisation by industry and the fire 
authorities during prolonged dry periods and fire events is critical to the future resilience of the Bega 
Valley. On farm storage is also the key to reducing irrigation pressure on low stream flows. 
Appreciating there is significant risk and cost involved for water licence holders, the rules around on 
farm water storage need to encourage implementation, reflect the nature of the landscape as well 
as the needs of our aquatic ecosystems during low flows. Careful negotiation will be required to get 
the optimum outcomes for water licence holders, the community and the environment. 

We urgently request DPIE Water return to the Bega Valley and work collaboratively with water 
licence holders and the local community to ensure the Water Sharing Plan reflects the needs of our 
local community and supports the transition to circularity. 

Regards, 

Barry Irvin AM 
Director – Regional Circularity Co-operative Limited 



A community’s vision for circularity in the Bega Valley
The ‘Bega Circular Valley 2030 Program’: Together for a stronger Bega

-

Regional Circularity Co-operative Limited
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Acknowledgement of Yuin Nation

The country the Yuin ancestors 
occupied, used, and enjoyed reached 

across from Cape Howe to 
the Shoalhaven River and inland to 

the Great Dividing Range. Their 
descendants claim rights to be 

recognised as the traditional owners of 
the land and water from Merimbula to 
the southern head of the sea entrance 

of the Shoalhaven River. 

The Yuin people consisted of 12 clans 
at the time of European arrival in the 

area. We pay our respects and 
acknowledge the Yuin people, their 
ancestors, and current and future 

custodians of this beautiful country. 

We learn from the Yuin people about 
the traditions of stewardship of 

resources and working together as a 
community to have a lighter impact on 

the environment.
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Bega Cheese is moving beyond 
sustainability to circularity
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Bega Valley – Vision to become the 
world’s most circular valley
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What would success look like for BCV?
Exploring the  bus iness  case  for Aus tralia’s  firs t circular ne t-zero footprint region

HORIZON 2 3 - 5 Years

HORIZON 3     5-10 Years

Tonnes  of was te  
to landfill 
Tonnes  of was te  
diverted from 
landfill
Recycling rate  by 
was te  s tream
Circular inflows  
and outflows

kL water us ed 
%  water recovery, 
treatment and re-
us e (water 
circularity)
Water quality (e .g. 
eutrophication) 

Soil acidification
Land productivity
Rejuvenated s oil 
No. farms  with  
regenerative  
practices

Land productivity 
and efficiency
Land us e per 
indus try/nature
Local biodivers ity
Threatened 
s pecies

%  renewables
GHG from landfill 
reduced 
Biofuel/gas  
captured
Carbon offs et 

Soil fertility
Land productivity 
and efficiency
External nutrient 
input phas e out

Scope 3 (Value 
chain) emis s ions  
decreas e
Single  us e  
packaging phas e 
out
%  trans port fleet 
us ing electric 
vehicles  or 
biofuels

Reducing animal 
emis s ions
Reduced animal 
was te
Hormone-
free/organic fed

Population growth
$ community 
funding 
Poverty rate  
Homeles s nes s  
rate
Local s takeholders  
engaged, circular 
participation %  
Domes tic Violence 
rates

$ Inves ted into economy 
from s olution 
# jobs  created
Unemployme nt rate
No./$ training programs  
Skills  improvement
# new bus ines s es  and 
indus tries
Private  inves tment 
Regional growth

Closed loop
Clos e to zero 
was te  to landfill
$ Re-
manufactured 
goods  s old
$ trade in 
recycled/reus ed 
materials
%  Was te-to-
Hydrogen energy

Water recovery 
and reuse
%  of water is  
recovered or 
reus ed (Was te-to-
Hydrogen)
Recovered 
waterways
Water quality

Soil and land 
preservation
Re-fores tation
Re-wildere d 
regions
Clos ed s oil 
nutrient cycle  
Land productivity
# farms  with 
regenerative  
practices

Biodiversity in 
business model
Re-fores tation
Re-wildere d 
regions  
Local biodivers ity
Threatened 
s pecies

100% renewable 
electricity by 
2030
%  Renewable  
energy
Biofuels  captured
Carbon 
s eques tered

Closed soil 
nutrient cycles
Limited input of 
external nutrients
Nutrient recycling

Circular logistics
Scope 3 
emis s ions  
minimis ed 
%  of trans port 
fleet us ing electric 
vehicles  or 
biofuels
No. companies  
with a circular 
bus ines s  model

Holistic animal 
care
# credentials  
is s ued
# patents  for 
animal care  
initiatives

Rural (mental) 
health Barometer
Population growth
$ community 
funding 
Poverty rate  
Local s takeholders  
engaged circularity 
participation %  
Mental and 
general healthcare  
cos ts

No. 1 Food & Agri 
Innovation Hub in  
Australia
No. jobs  created
Unemployme nt rate  
Training programs
Bus ines s  innovation (s tart 
ups  and s ocial enterpris es ) 
Private  inves tment in 
regional growth
%  circular revenue/growth

Waste 
generation/ 
repurposing

Water Soil Biodiversity Energy / GHG 
emissions

Nutrients / 
Animal feed

Packaging & 
Logistics Animal Care

Community/
Education/
Innovation/ 
Aged Care

Rural 
economy/ 
Tourism

HORIZON 1  1 - 2 Years
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Bega Circular Valley 2030 Program - on a page

A 10-year high-impact 
regionally ne tworked 
program with the  expertise , 
process , rigor, technology 
and convening and 
implementation power to 
acce lerate  circularity in the  
Bega Valley shire  by 2030.
Specifically, over the  next 3 years , the  
program will aim to identify, promote , train 
and acce lerate  and implement 9 enabling 
projects  which will support the  de livery of 
15 flagship and 29 supporting circular 
projects  to s timulate  a regional circular 
marketplace . 

A newly created ‘Bega Circular Valley’ 
backbone  organisation in form of a non 
dis tributing co-operative  has  been 
es tablished to drive  and convene  the  
program across  seven defined pathways
that w ill ensure  engagement with diverse  
s takeholders  to optimise  community 
participation.

Informed and powered by two global 
circular economy des ign and s trategic 
de livery partners , KPMG Australia and 
Rabobank, this  program has  been des igned 
around the  ‘Principles  of Res ilience’ w ith an 
embedded impact evaluation framework (at 
both program and project leve l) to measure  
outcomes  and monitor the  success . 

Addressing the four Principles of Resilience

ResilienceReduction of Vulnerability Increase  adaptive  capacity Inclus ivity

The Regional Circularity Co-operative will ensure that the 
program evolves with time and the needs of the region and 

beyond, nurturing and accelerating future waves of program 
participants and circularity program project initiatives. 

Outcomes from projects will be communicated through the 
Bega Circularity Centre and the knowledge sharing program

Increased level 
circularity by 2030

1 year 2 years 3 years 4 - 10 years

Foundational Pillar: Establish the  Regional Circularity Co-operative

Pillar 1:  Map, Vis ion & Plan

Pillar 2:  Innovate  & Mobilise

Implement 15 
flagship and 

multiple  
supporting circular 

projects

Es tablish foundation 
for a tie red ne tworking 

Deliver 9 priority 
enabling projects

Pillar 3:  Empower & Accelerate   - wave 1 circularity projects
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A sustainable funding structure Non distributing Co -operative Snapshot  

Investment 
Strategy

RCC will es tablis h and adminis ter a fund that aims  to provide financial and technical 
as s is tance to Eligible  Beneficiaries  that deliver regional circularity outcomes .

End-
Beneficiaries

The ultimate  beneficiaries , or target group, of all co-inves tments  will be  local 
enterprises and farmers across small, medium and large enterprises which are 
committed to delivering circular economy projects aligned to the purpose of the 
Regional Circularity Co -operative .

Size $100m – with des ired government s eed grant funding of $7.5m for the  enabling 
projects .

Geographic 
Focus

BVSC LGA is  focus  but no intent is  to s upport s pill over into other geographies .

Sectors The RCC Fund aims  to undertake trans actions  to enhance the  circularity in four core  
s ectors :  
• Agriculture  and Food Manufacturing
• Fores try, Environmental Services
• Touris m 
• Health & Wellbeing

Goal As  the Fund Manager, RCC would lead and enable  projects  .

Objectives Technical As s is tance Facility – Es tablis hed to accelerate  the  developme nt of inves table  
opportunities  and maximis e the  circular s olutions , as  well as  de-ris k the  inves tments  
made by the  Fund. The TA Facility is  s e t up as  a s eparate  facility. The TA Facility will 
accompany the Fund in the  following areas : 
• Pre-investment support: circularity des ign s upport, to s upport projects  to become 

inves tment ready for the  Fund, res ulting in a s trong and balanced pipeline  of 
inves table  projects . The intention is  that TA provided s hould lead to a potential 
inves tment for the  fund within 12 month’s  time. 

• Post -investment support: projects  in the  implementation phas e, s o that project 
developers  have greater capacity to implement projects , res ulting in reduced ris k to 
the  fund and/or increas ed pos itive  environmental, s ocial and cultural outcomes .

• Enhanced impact monitoring: s upporting projects  and the Fund Manager in 
monitoring progres s  towards  targeted impact for circularity and reporting on the 
fund’s  impact KPIs .

• Learning and knowledge sharing: Taking ins ights  from circularity trans actions  and 
publis hing them in a varie ty of formats  including works hops , publications  and tools .

Name Legal Structure Type Membership Subscriptions

Regional Circularity Co-operative  
(RCC)

Non-Dis tributive 
Co-operative

Public 
Benefit

Targeting 1,000+ 
acros s  all parts  of 

the  community

AnnualCommercial investors
• Information & other 

inte llectual property
• Financial re turn

Project Special 
Purpose Entities or

Joint Ventures

Regional 
Circularity 

Co-operative  
Limited

Government Grants
• to Co-operative
• managed by co-op
• to s pecial purpos e 

vehicle
• directly to members
Grants  can be s ought:
• By the co-operative  

its e lf;
• By a member who is  

s eeking dedicated 
funding;

• By a s pecial purpos e 
vehicle . 

Where the  co-operative  
is  not the  recipient of 
funding, it can s upport 
the  funding application 
proces s  or the  re levant 
project

Members
Members hip available  
to participants  in the  

co-operative’s  
aims /activities

Collaboration 
agreements to share 
resources with 
members
• Es tablis hing its e lf as  a 

thought leader 
through its  projects  
and collaboration with 
other bodies  s uch as  
univers ities .

• Conducting or co-
ordinating projects .

• Acting as  a “ library” 
of information, 
expertis e  and 
inte llectual property.

• Collaborating with 
members  and other 
bus ines s es  to 
implement projects .

Technical 
Assistance Facility
• RDCs
• Univers ities
• KPMG

Implementing Vehicle: 
The Regional Circularity Co-operative
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Steering Committee

The BCV Steering Committee was formed in October 2020 and has meet weekly since to progress the establishment of the 
Regional Circularity Co-operative Limited, advance program design, launch projects and engage stakeholders. 

Steve Rae
Executive General 
Manager, Strategy

Bega Cheese

Barry Irvin AM
Executive Chairman

Bega Cheese

Hugh Killen
Managing Director

& CEO
AACo

Carolin Leeshaa
Director, Head of Social & 
Sustainable Finance and 
Natural Capital Co-Lead

KPMG

Ross Dawson
Co-Head Corporate 
Banking, AU & NZ

Rabobank

Ben van Delden
Partner, Head of AgriFood 
Tech & Circular Economy 

Advisory
KPMG

Mel Balas
Farm Sustainability & 
Technical Services 

Manager
Bega Cheese

Niki Eder
Sustainability Manager

Bega Cheese

Karin van Selm
Regional Head Food&Agri 
clients Europe and Africa

Rabobank

Isabelle Le Guay
Manager
KPMG

Sam Avitaia
Manager 

Bega Campus
University of Wollongong

David Ferguson
Partner

Addisons

Daniel Murphy
Business Development 
Manager, South East

Department of Regional 
NSW

Emily Harrison
Acting Director Community, 
Environment and Planning 
Bega Valley Shire Council

Andrew Taylor
Local Manager

Far South Coast
Local Land Services

Marc Oostdijk
General Manager 

Sustainability and Rabo 
Community Fund 

Rabobank

Michael Friend
Pro Vice Chancellor 

Research and Innovation
Charles Sturt University

Faith Behrens
Executive Assistant

Bega Cheese
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Partner support

Bega Cheese  is  inves ting in the  building of the  Bega 
Circular Centre  as  well as  providing co-inves tment in both 
the  Cooperative  es tablishment and projects , alongs ide  pro 
bono resources .

CSU will participate  to projects , provide  research ins ights , 
support the  acce lerator program, promote  the  program and 
collaborate  on the  was te  to energy, alte rnative  animal feed 
development, soil carbon and use  of marine  by-products and 
socio economic modelling.

BVSC will support projects  aligning with its  priorities , 
development of the  acce lerator program, support the  creation of 
the  natural capital inves tment fund and support pilot programs.

KPMG has  provided probono support to the  development of the  
Bega Circular Valley program and projects , and will support as  
implementation partner, drawing on its  global knowledge , 
ins ights  and expertise  in Circularity, Digital and Natural Capital.

Microsoft globally are  interes ted in supporting circular 
initiatives  to support the ir global sus tainability objectives , 
particularly decarbonisation. Bringing FarmBeats , Planetary 
Computer, Microsoft Cloud for Sus tainability

Microsoft Aus tralia is  engaging in the  next phase  of the  
Smart Water and Biodivers ity Solution and contributing 
sate llite  and biodivers ity sensor data to the  solution for real 
time predictive  models .

Rabobank, as  a global Food and Agriculture  bank, contributes  to 
the  Bega Circular Valley project w ith active  and probono support. 
Rabobank will be  committed to the  Bega Circular Valley 
Cooperative  s tructure  and will support se lective  project s treams 
by providing access  to finance , knowledge  and ne tworks . 

NSW will collaborate  and provide  guidance  on the  
development of the  program and projects .

AACo is  the  larges t agricultural landholders  and is  heavily 
committed to methane  reduction. It is  engaged in the  BCV 
program to collaborate  around lives tock emiss ions  and 
circularity opportunities .

The  Univers ity of Wollongong founded the  Bega Valley 
Innovation Hub and will provide  Start-up support and education, 
SMART Infras tructure  innovation and global Research expertise  
(e .g. energy generation/s torage , water sus tainability, 
environmental engineering, spatial geotechnics  and social 
planning towards  a Circular Bega Valley.

Participating organisations form a collective supporting the Regional Circularity Co -operative and involved in grants and application 
efforts and other funding streams.

MLA are  committed to supporting the  red meat indus try 
achieve  Carbon Neutrality by 2030 and are  driving research and 
extens ion inves tment in innovation and circular economy. MLA 
will contribute  access  to pas t research and support BCV 
program areas  with co-inves tment.

Hort Innovation represents  an indus try valued at $15.1 billion 
that is  committed to inves ting in R&D to improve  productivity 
and climate  res ilience  and improving the  environmental impact 
of the  horticulture  indus try. Hort Innovation will provide  access  
to the ir research ins ights  and key projects  w ith re levance  to 
circularity.

FRDC identified the  need to promote  a circular economy to 
remove was te  from process ing sys tems , keep products  and 
materials  in use  and promote  the  repair of natural sys tems  as  
focus  areas . FRDC will facilitate  knowledge  creation, 
collaboration and innovation to shape  the  future  of aquaculture.

nbn are  committed to enabling regional Aus tralia to participate  
in the  digital future  through the  provis ion of broadband 
connection and digital planning tools . Nbn are  a foundational 
member of the  Regional Circularity Cooperative  and focused 
on the  role  of data and ins trumentation of the  landscape  to 
improve  resource  use .

Addisons  provide  probono legal advice  on es tablishment of 
Regional Circularity Cooperative , and company secre tariat 
se rvices .
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Momentum achieved

• SteerCo es tablished Oct 2020

• Bega Circular Valley program 
des igned

• 30+ s takeholders  engaged across  
region

• Bega Cheese  Factory CE pilot 
completed and key CE projects  
activated

2020

Vision and Discovery

• Bega Valley Program Proposal 
developed

• National Des ign Challenge completed

• Logo des ign competition

• Prioritised Bega Cheese  circular 
opportunities

• Smart Water management and 
Biodivers ity Proof of Concept initiated

• Regional Circularity Cooperative  
regis tered 

• Inaugural Board appointed

• Government funding application 
submiss ions

2021

Design

• Circularity Centre  des ign 

• Education programs

• Smart Water management and 
Biodivers ity PoC complete  and scale

• Regional circularity baseline  
measurement

• Asparagops is  animal feed project

• Ongoing opportunity review and 
assessment

• Organic Waste  to energy

• Microplas tics

• Membership attraction

2022

Mobilise
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Project funding requirements
Priority enabling projects Est. total cost Industry investment Government ask

Foundations – Pillar 0 

Circular Co-operative  and Finance Fund $0.5m TBC $0.5m

Circularity and Res ilience s trategy $0.4m - $0.4m

Circularity Procurement Aggregator and Accelerator $0.5m - $0.5m

Bega Circularity Centre $12m $7m $5m

Bega Biodivers ity and Carbon Trading Scheme $3m TBA $3m

Circularity State  Environmental Planning Policy and Special Activation 
Precinct*

TBA TBA TBA

Meas uring circularity a regional bas eline $2m $0.2 $1.8m

Program delivery – Pillar 1

Circular Knowledge and Res ource Enabler $0.8m $0.4m $0.4m

Program delivery – Pillar 2

Circularity Procurement Aggregator and Accelerator $0.8m - $0.8m

Circularity Program Feas ibility Analys is $0.5m - $0.5m

Program delivery – Pillar 3

Circular Cultural Enabler (s mart foods , Indigenous  engagement, touris m) $0.2m - $0.2m

Circular Engagement and Advocacy Strategy $0.2m - $0.2m

Priority Enabling Projects Sub Total $20.9m $7.6m $13.3m

Flags hip projects  s eeking  acces s  to exis ting government funding program Es t. total cos t Indus try inves tment Government as k

On-farm water s torage network $35m $15.6m $19.4m

Bega Smart Local Food and Logis tics  Program $5m $2.5m $2.5m

Bega Valley Organics  Proces s ing Facility $2m $1m $1m

Bega Lives tock Exchange Centre $3.6m TBA $3.6m

Bega Net Zero Emis s ions  Water Supply Network $6m $3m $3m

Tackling climate  change and biodivers ity los s  through kelp farming TBA TBA TBA

Animal methane reduction through as paragops is  die t TBA TBA TBA

Flagship Projects Sub Total $51.6m $22.1m $29.5m

TOTAL $72.5M $29.7M $42.8M

In order to launch the BCV 2030 
program, a series of enabling and 
flagship projects have been 
identified.
Indicative budgets for these 
projects have been established 
along with associated funding 
contributions from industry and 
local government. 
In addition, considerable in-kind 
contributions have been secured 
to support the projects.

We are seeking a government 
contribution for priority enabling 
projects of $13.3 million to 
complement the $7.6 million 
funding commitments BCV 2030 
has secured.
We expect that our flagship 
projects will be accessing 
funding from existing 
government programs and attract 
industry co-investment.



© 2021 KPMG, an Australian partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent 
member firms  affiliated with KPMG Inte rnational Cooperative  (“KPMG Inte rnational” ), a Swiss  
entity. All rights  reserved.  
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Smart Water 
management & 
Biodiversity Solution PoC 

The Smart Water & Biodiversity Management 
Solution will be designed to optimise resources and 
establishing a robust digital infrastructure. Through 
effective data management, resource monitoring will 
bring a variety of social & community benefits in the 
short and long term:

The immediate focus will uplift & homologate water 
storage facilities on location for farms and industry 
(1), as well as initiatives such as reservoirs with solar 
arrays (2) for immediate benefit of the region. Data 
will be accessed by an existing LoRa WAN (3) 
system, collecting in real time to help farmers free up 
time and reduce water loss. Visibility of the region’s 
water supply systems (4) has additional benefits for 
monitoring demand, to help farmers free up time & 
reduce water loss, optimising maintenance and 
mitigating long term risk.

The next initiative will be to expand on monitoring 
natural waterways (5), and other natural catchment 
areas to increase the accuracy of the total water 
resources in the region.

Longer term, environmental monitoring will collect 
data such as soil quality (6) measure impacts of 
water quality on biodiversity (7). Other benefits of 
democratised data will drive deeper social 
engagement between small business, indigenous 
communities, land local councils (8). Over time, the 
connected region will attract other economic benefits 
such as eco tourism (9) and floating solar panels to 
power irrigation pumps, developing a pathway 
towards a strong circular economy.

Immediate

Interim

KEY

Long-term

Us e cas es  
agreed

Us e  cas es  
development

Wireframes  and data s ources  
confirmed

Das hboard development

Tes ting

Plan to productionis e  PoC

Arwin platform 
s e t up

POTENTIAL PARTNERSNEXT STEPS

• Develop the  full scale  application, 
including sensors  and sate llite  imagery.

• Trial live  data flows .

• Microsoft

• Farmbot

• Smart Sat CRC

• Water NSW

Funding 
s ecured

Site  vis its  and 
problem 

refinement
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Three initial concepts have been delivered that 
showcase the value of the Smart Water & Biodiversity 
PoC

1 2

WATER

Providing an ‘all of environment’ view of 
water availability, including both quantity 
and quality to help improve resource 
stewardship. 

Next step we envisage integration with 
river/stream flow meters and take and 
release data from public dams in the region 
to improve community outcomes from 
connected water management.

FIRE

Sharing data across organisations and 
regions will help in the preparation and 
response to fire and other emergency 
events. This should improve the usefulness 
of resources, response times, outcomes and 
financial recognition.  

Ultimately this could lead to an estimated 5-
15% insurance premium reduction for 
communities close to water storages 

BIODIVERSITY

Collecting and demonstrating evidence of 
impacts on biodiversity will help analyse the 
effects of management activities, such as 
minimising run-off from dairy farms. 

This evidence could also be used to capture 
biodiversity credits to create new revenue 
streams for land and water stewards.

3

The Smart Water & Biodiversity PoC can be scaled to help collect, store and analyse data relating to resource 
management, material flows and climate impacts, helping improve stewardship of natural resources and improve the 
effects that operations have on the environment. 

Three concepts have been delivered through the PoC so far, and we can also develop new concepts such as 
substituting the resource that is being monitored, and deploying different technologies to collect data, such as 
satellites, drones and IoT sensors. 
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Measuring circularity 
A regional baseline

A THREE–STAGED APPROACH

• Assess  the  mate rial impact based on an 
effective methodology and a robus t data 
framework.

• Automate the analysis to automate  the  
analys is  be tween pe riods .

• The  integration into a digital twin would support 
scenario mode lling to support effective 
decision -making .

Baseline Bega Valley’s level of circularity

Description
Key to assess ing the  impact of the  BCV program is  having a clear base line  of how circular 
the  Bega Valley Shire  is  today, so we have  a fact base  to monitor and evaluate  the  impact 
of the  BCV programs over the  next ten years . 

Circular base lining has  only been attempted at organisational or country leve l. We are  
attempting to develop a new methodology that w ill enable  the  measurement of material 
flow reuse  at a regional leve l.

The  proposed approach to measure  how circular Bega Valley Shire  is  leverages  the  
Circularity Trans ition Indicator (WBCSD’s  CTI) solution to support quick implementation of 
circularity measurement across  a sample  of representative  indus tries , and The  True  Value  
methodology. True  Value  will enable  us  to es tablish a financial proxy to de termine  
economic measure  of circularity that can be  reassessed periodically.

The  project aims  to create  a repeatable  e fficient process  of inges ting multiple  data 
sources  into the  measurement into an Embedded ESG dashboard, as  well as  acce lerating 
awareness  of how organisations  can become more  circular in the ir own operations  
through coaching on CTI framework.

Priority Impact Cost  $2m

The project w ill provide  an initial approach that w ill enable  automation for year on year 
analys is . The  methodology will also transform into a blueprint for other regions  to 
implement.

Available grants/funding

– N/A

Potential partnerships/investors

– Rabobank, Bega Cheese . KPMG
– Microsoft
– Woolworths

Research partners
– Charles  Sturt Univers ity & UOW
– CSIRO & NSW Circular
Implementation partners
– KPMG Netherlands  & Aus tralia

Pillar 1: Map, Vis ion & Plan

Pillar 2: Innovate  & Mobilise

Benefits
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Bega Circularity Centre

Delivering a Regional Circularity Centre

Description

The Bega Circularity Centre  is  a planned multi-purpose  community facility that 
will be  located on the  northern access  to the  Bega township. The facility will be  
the  public face  of the  Bega Circular Valley, showcas ing local products , programs, 
technology use  and community his tory. Connecting pas t to the  future  It will 
incorporate  a vis itors  centre , a local providore , AgTech and bus iness  innovation 
hub, Indigenous  cultural information and the  home of the  circular economy 
concept. It could also incorporate  R&D and training opportunities .

Bega Cheese  has  se t as ide  land for the  s ite  and plans  are  being developed to 
reflect the  valuable  inputs  gained from the  National Des ign Challenge run by 
Aus tralian Des ign Council on the  purpose  and use  of the  Bega Circularity Centre .

Showcas ing circularity in practice  through how the  building is  des igned and built 
to include recycled and locally sourced materials , educating through a sense  of 
place .

Outcomes

– Local economy & Community - It will enable  the  local community and 
vis itors  to the  region to experience firs thand the  fruits  of a Valley transforming 
into a circular economy. 

– Education & Tourism - The Centre  will showcase  the  vis ion, pathway and 
technology used in the  transformation. Additionally it will showcase  AgTech 
and bus iness  innovation and the  highlights  of the  valley in a circular economy 
context. Creating a base  for extens ion officers  from Drought Res ilience Hub 
and RDCs to provide  access  to knowledge from these  connected networks .

– Regional Australia - The hub will inspire  others  to undertake and participate  
in the  journey.

Available grants/funding

– Community Development Grants

Potential partnerships/investors

– Bega Cheese

– Nbn

– Regional Circularity Cooperative

– Education sector

The convergence of 
collaboration, 
education and 
inspiration
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Improving soils

Bega Valley Organics Processing Facility

Description

Bega Valley Shire  currently collects  food and organic was te  for process ing us ing low-
technology windrow compos ting. The  compos t product is  re lative ly low quality, w ith high 
pH making it unsuitable  for use  on farm. Through inves tment in additional shredding, 
screening and s ifting infras tructure , as  well as  more  sophis ticated process  control, this  
project w ill generate  a product suitable  for reuse  on farms , household gardens  and public 
spaces .

Outcomes

– Resource optimisation - The compos t product would be  applied to agricultural soils  
w ithin the  valley, including those  owned or managed by Bega Cheese  supplie rs .

– Natural capital - While  achieving continued pos itive  environmental outcomes , the  
project also he lps  manage  a number of operational challenges  faced by Council and 
increas ing soil amelioration cos ts  faced by farmers  in the  Bega Valley. It also supports  
development of paddock to plate  to paddock circularity.

Available grants/funding

BVSC matching funds

Waste  Less  Recycle  More  grant program

Potential partnerships/investors

BVSC, Bega Cheese , Ocean2Earth, 
farmers , Woolworths
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Setting up the 
Co-operative
Bega Circular Valley Co -operative and Finance Fund

Description

An innovate  and formal, governance and management s tructure  developed with 
a legally cons tituted co-operative  body es tablished to s trategically lead the  Bega 
Circular Valley across  all sectors  and oversee  the  financial framework for core  
and pillar projects . Key memberships  to be  locally and broader.

Priority Impact Cost   $0.5m

Outcomes
A Non dis tributing co-operative  will be  es tablished, and a legal framework with clear 
adopted s trategic direction will be  developed.
– Collaboration - MOU with NSW Circular
– Financially independent - Self-funded body
– Community - Dis tributed community ownership and benefits

Available grants/funding

– Membership
– Farm Innovation Fund
– Bushfire  Indus try Recovery Fund
– Remanufacture  NSW
– BLERF

Potential partnerships/investors

– Bega Cheese /KPMG/Rabobank
– BVSC
– Members
– NSW Circular
– Regional NSW

Benefits

Foundational Pillar: Establish ‘Bega Circular Valley Co-operative’

Empowering the 
Bega Valley 
community to 
achieve sustainable 
growth
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Foundational Pillar: Establish ‘Bega Circular Valley Co-operative’

Develop a practical model 
for our regions
Regional Circularity and Resilience Strategy

Description

The Regional Circularity and Res ilience Strategy will se t a national and 
international benchmark and model. It will articulate  the  Bega Circular Valley 
program including the  vis ion, projects , its  pillars , pathways  and project, 
governance and financing mechanisms  that will deliver transformation of the  
Bega Valley economy. The Strategy will clearly link to local, State  and Federal 
actions  and targets  to improve the  use  and value  of resources  and the  res ilience 
of local communities . It will include a comprehens ive  monitoring and evaluation 
program to inform continuous  improvement and support uptake in other 
jurisdictions .

Priority Impact Cost  $0.4m

Outcomes

– Education - Global bes t practice  in a regional context. It will lead to a broader 
more  holis tic definition and framework of a real life  circular economy, 
achieving a national (and international) model for the  future . 

– Resilience - It contributes  to outcomes  of the  Bega Valley Community 
Strategic Plan, Climate  Res ilience Strategy. It improves  social res ilience and 
divers ifies  the  economy for Aus tralia’s  mos t disas ter impacted local 
government area of 2020.

– Local economy - It contributes  to outcomes  of NSW Economic Vis ion for 
Regional NSW; NSW Circular Economy Policy and Far South Coas t REDS

– Waste - It contributes  to outcomes  of National Was te  Action Plan and South 
Eas t and Table lands  Regional Plan. 

Available grants/funding

NSW Circular, Modernis ing Aus tralian 
Recycling Fund, Place  based inves tments  
NSW Regional

Potential partnerships/investors

BCV Coop, BVSC, KPMG, Rabobank, NSW 
Circular

Benefits
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Funding our ecosystem 
services
Bega Biodiversity and Carbon Trading Scheme

Description

Around 75%  of the  Bega Valley Shire  has  cons ervation values , with s ignificant potential for carbon 
and biodivers ity credits . In addition, agricultural land has  the  potential for on-farm carbon s eques tration 
and biodivers ity projects . Building economic and market s ys tems  that can s upport this  long term 
s tewards hip provides  a foundation for inves tment in effective  environmental s us tainability. This  
project aims  to s upport effective  governance and adminis tration of a Shire -wide biodivers ity and 
carbon trading program

Priority Impact Cost  $3m

Outcomes

– Local economy - Es tablis hment of alternative  income s treams  for farmers , other landholders and 
indigenous  land management bodies . The opportunity to market local produce under a local 
biodivers ity as s urance s cheme. Introduction of high s killed employment to the  region res ourcing 
the Carbon Des k.

– Productivity – Higher land and agricultural productivity through regenerative  practices . Increas ed 
res ilience of s oils , biodivers ity benefits  and fores t recovery.

– Regional economies – Creates  the  opportunity for farmers  and landholders  from other regions  to 
acces s the benefits  of the  s pecialis ed Carbon Des k which include revenue opportunities , 
expertis e  and education s ervices .

– Education & Awareness - Fas t track the  developme nt, education and uptake of carbon and 
biodivers ity projects . Contributing to moving carbon trading from a volatile  and immature  market 
to a s table  and trans parent market.

– Technology - Comprehens ive data s ets  and audit mechanis ms  of local biodivers ity and carbon 
banks  that can link to State , Federal and international biodivers ity and carbon programs .

– Carbon neutrality – Support international, national and indus try emis s ions  targets . Governance 
framework to s upport as s urance, trading, monitoring and reporting for inves ting partners  and 
agencies , 

Available grants/funding

Corporates  (offs etting), Government (e .g. 
Federal CF announceme nt), 

Potential partnerships/investors

BCV Co-op, Rabobank, KPMG, Biodivers ity 
Cons ervation Trus t, carbon markets , Land to 
Market, farmers , LALCs , Fores try lands

Benefits

Foundational Pillar: Establish ‘Bega Circular Valley Co-operative’
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Provide input into the 
Regional Plans
Circularity State Environmental Planning Policy and Special 
Activation Precinct*

Description

This  project is  externally enabled through a partnership with NSW and seeks  to 
es tablish a ‘regulatory sandbox’ to tes t circularity models  such as  carbon trading, 
and pilot circularity projects  in the  Bega Valley. This  work will progress  the  NSW 
Government’s  circular economy policy and lead to the  development of a 
Circularity State  Environmental Planning Policy and embedding of circularity 
principles  in the  next round of Regional Plans . 

Priority Impact Cost   -

Outcomes

This  project will s treamline  the  regional planning sys tem in response to circularity 
and aim to improve environmental, was te , economic, social outcomes . 

– Regional Australia - It will es tablish a model for NSW Circular and the  NSW 
Government and enhance collaboration among government and indus try 
s takeholders . 

– Resilient local economy - Through this  work the  Bega Valley Shire  will be  
identified as  a NSW Special Activation Precinct in its  own right.

Available grants/funding

– Waste  Less  Recycle  More
– Local Economic Recovery Fund
– Technology enabled primary 

indus tries

Potential partnerships/investors

– BVSC, NSW Circular Research 
Taskforce , CSU/UoW, NSW 
Regional, NSW Planning, EPA

Benefits

Foundational Pillar: Establish ‘Bega Circular Valley Co-operative’
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Source locally
Bega Circular Valley Knowledge and Resource Enabler

Description

Transformation to a circular economy in the  Bega Valley requires  a deep 
unders tanding of material and energy flows  across  the  local economy. This  
project will leverage the  outputs  of the  Regional Circularity Baseline  project that 
has  measured circularity and will map out the  enterprises  to highlight 
opportunities  to subs titute  imported products  with local products , create  
partnership to exchange by-products  and generate  economies  of scale  to support 
inves tment in new, local goods  and services  will be  identified. By supporting 
matching of supply and demand for resources  and circularity training we will 
accelerate  circularity adoption in the  Valley.

Priority Impact Cost  $0.8m

Outcomes

This  is  foundational work that seeks  to create  a pipeline  of innovation beyond the  
low hanging fruit identified as  flagship projects . 

– Resource optimisation - Visualis ing inputs , outputs  and throughputs  of key 
material and energy s treams, quantification of was te  s treams that could 
subs titute  virgin and imported materials  across  the  local economy and 
identification of shared procurement opportunities  to broker local sourcing. 

– Capacity building : - Circularity training and awareness  materials  will be  
delivered to local indus try through extens ion services . The outputs  of this  
project will be  used as  inputs  to the  Bega Circularity Program Feas ibility 
Analys is , and will inform capacity building projects . 

Available grants/funding

None identified

Potential partnerships/investors

Bega Cheese , Bega Council, NSW 
Circular, Charles  Sturt Univers ity, UoW 
Innovation Hub

Benefits

Pillar 1: Map, Vis ion & Plan

Pillar 2: Innovate  & Mobilise
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Enhance our water management 
and biodiversity
On-farm smart water storage network

Description

This  project proposes  a water management solution that w ill revolve  around the  
implementation of an initial 47 water s torages  amounting to a maximum volume of 
9,000ML. These  water s torages  will be  complemented with a smart water management 
solution based on AI, which will capture  de tailed data around water leve ls , fire  risk and 
biodivers ity for the  purpose  of trading credits , preparedness  for future  bushfires  and the  
fine-tuning insurance  policies . 50%  of the  funding is  committed from indus try.

Priority Impact Cost  $35m

Outcomes

– Resource optimisation - This  project w ill he lp improve  water re liability for agriculture .

– Resilience - Consequently bringing a range  of benefits , the  main ones  be ing an 
improved climate  and fire  res ilience  as  well as  decrease  of insurance  premiums.

– Biodiversity - It w ill support the  regeneration of native  ecosys tems  on farms  and offer 
opportunities  for low s tream flows  and riverine  ecosys tems .

– Education - The region will further benefit through associated education programs 
and eco-tourism opportunities . 

– Local economy - It is  expected that Agriculture  and Food Manufacturing will s tabilise  
at 700 FTE pos itions , milk volume from dairy farms  will s tabilise  at 115 million litres  
per year, no water shortage  for participating farmers , real-time data for the  RFS and 
the  provis ion of opportunities  beyond the  Agriculture  sector.

– Community - It w ill support the  production of Indigenous  food/medicine .

Available grants/funding

Bushfire  Local Economic Recovery Fund 
(application pending)

Potential partnerships/investors

KPMG Arwin, Rabobank, NSW RFS, Esri, 
Farmbot, Microsoft, Local Farmers

Benefits
This illustration is extracted from an application 

currently underway for consideration by the BLERF. 
It highlights key water resource instrumentation 

proposed.

Pillar 3:  Empower & Accelerate
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Celebrate what makes 
the Bega Valley unique
Circular Cultural Enabler 

Description

Celebrating, enabling and promoting the  unique social and cultural characteris tics  
of Bega Valley Shire  is  central to the  circularity program philosophy. Through this  
project, opportunities  to reflect the  arts , culture  and his tory of the  Shire  within 
circularity projects  will be  explored.  This  will ground the  program in the  local 
community, showcase  the  breadth of local creative  talent, and generate  
employment for local artis ts .  It will enrich tourism offerings  across  the  Shire  and 
contribute  to increased unders tanding among disparate  local communities .

Priority Impact Cost   $0.2m

Outcomes

– Local economy - This  project will complement the  Bega Circular Valley 
Knowledge and Resource  Enabler by generating a suite  of opportunities  to 
incorporate  cultural e lements  in circularity projects .  It will directly inform the  
scoping of flagship projects  and feas ibility analyses  of the  next tranche of 
circularity projects . 

– Community - It will build on work already completed by BVSC, South Eas t 
Arts  and the  Bega, Eden and Merrimans  Local Aboriginal Land Councils . 

– Awareness - It will help shape the  vis ion and values  of the  Co-operative  and 
Finance Fund and contribute  directly to the  narrative  of the  Bega Circular 
Valley Communication Strategy.

Available grants/funding

None identified

Potential partnerships/investors

Bega Council, South Eas t Arts , KPMG, 
Bega LALC, Eden LALC, Merrimans  
LALC

Benefits

Pillar 3:  Empower & Accelerate

Art motivates 
people to attribute 
new meaning to life 
and existence
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Engage with our 
stakeholders
Circular Engagement and Advocacy Strategy 

Description

The Bega Circular Valley Communication and Engagement Strategy will guide  
s tory te lling around the  initiative .  It will reflect the  values  and vis ion of the  Co-
operative  and Finance Fund, ce lebrate  the  culture  of the  Shire  identified through 
the  Cultural Enabler, and leverage ongoing momentum and support for the  
circularity initiative . It will articulate  key messages , identify key partners  and 
s takeholders ,  and develop promotional and advocacy collateral. It will also 
deliver a range of web, social media, print and radio content.

Priority Impact Cost   $0.2m

Outcomes

– Local economy - This  project aims  to develop a compelling narrative  for the  
circularity initiative  that ce lebrates  successes  of early adopters , generates  
local support to transform the  local economy and ass is ts  others  outs ide  the  
Shire  to make the  trans ition towards  a more  sus tainable  way of living and 
doing bus iness . 

– Education & Awareness - It will guide  engagement with s takeholders  across  
the  Valley to generate  buy-in and participation in circularity initiatives , and 
ground those  initiatives  within the  local community.  

Available grants/funding

None identified

Potential partnerships/investors

Circularity Coop, Bega Council, KPMG, 
NSW Circular, local media, cross -
sectoral s takeholders

Benefits

Pillar 3:  Empower & Accelerate
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Develop circular 
procurement
Bega Circularity Procurement Aggregator and Accelerator  

Description

Inves tigate  opportunities  to develop procurement specifications  that drive  
circularity, including local sourcing and employment, whole  of life  cos ts  and 
evaluate  potential externalities  on suppliers  along the  supply chain. Explore  joint 
procurement opportunities  with large  procurers  in the  region, with a focus  on 
local indus try procurements .

Priority Impact Cost   $0.8m

Outcomes

– Innovation – supporting the  nurturing of local circular bus inesses  and 
bus iness  models  to accelerate  the  region towards  being more  circular.

– Globally connected – leveraging the  partners  global reach to bring specialis t 
ins ights  to the  regional entrepreneurs  and support commercialisation through 
their national and international networks .

– Resource optimisation - Partnerships  with local indus try buyers  to promote  
efficiency, circularity and demons trate  leadership. Local supplier networks  
that are  cos t competitive  and demons trate  social, cultural and environmental 
value . Improved category management driving decis ions  around procurement 
partnerships  and managing inves tment in viable  circular initiatives .

Available grants/funding

– Indus try Capability Network (ICN)
– Supply Chain Res ilience Initiative

Potential partnerships/investors

BVSC, Bega Cheese , South Eas t 
Regional Hospital, Key Haulage and 
dis tribution partners , All sectors  –
Retail, Agriculture  & Fores try

Benefits

Pillar 3:  Empower & Accelerate

Pavilion built with waste based bricks
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Drive equitable and feasible 
circularity
Bega Circularity Program Feasibility Analysis  

Description

Once the  opportunities  for enhanced circularity are  identified through the  Bega 
Circular Valley Knowledge and Resource  Enabler and Cultural Enabler, feas ibility 
analyses  will be  undertaken for 10 specific projects . These  projects  will seek to 
cover the  breadth of benefit categories , but will be  prioritised based on potential 
benefit and buy-in of project partners .  For those  projects  that are  deemed 
feas ible , concept plans  will be  developed to describe  and quantify their 
implementation.

Priority Impact Cost   $0.5m

Outcomes

– De risking investment - This  project will result in a suite  of concept plans  for 
the  next tranche of circularity projects  for the  Bega Valley. It will provide  
further ins ight to improve the  indus trial ecology map of the  Shire  and will 
provide  input to the  commercialisation activity undertaken through the  Bega 
Circularity Centre .

Available grants/funding

– Partner matching funds
– No Grants  identified

Potential partnerships/investors

Bega Circularity Coop, Bega Cheese , 
Bega Council, UoW, Rabobank, KPMG

Benefits

Pillar 3:  Empower & Accelerate

The natural ecosystem 
as inspiration for the 
industrial ecology map
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Beef saleyard infrastructure 
upgrade
Bega Livestock Exchange Centre

Description

The Bega saleyards  is  a key enabling infras tructure  for the  Bega Valley 
agricultural and subs idiary sectors . It provides  a vital service  to beef and dairy 
producers  within and beyond the  Bega Valley, being a local se lling point that 
enables  the  indus try to operate  locally without having to send s tock to larger 
se lling centres  outs ide  the  region. This  project will upgrade the  facility to handle  
larger volumes  of s tock and facilitate  online  sales . 

Priority Impact Cost  $3.6m

Outcomes

– Local economy - The proposed upgrade of the  facility will enable  the  
saleyards  to operate  more  effectively and through the  application of 
technology, will improve access  to larger markets . With the  addition of more  
local process ing and value-adding, this  project will contribute  to improved 
margins  for local producers . 

– Animal welfare - The upgrade will also improve animal welfare  and WHS 
outcomes  (important for future  viability) and will es tablish the  saleyards  as  a 
focal point for the  local agricultural community. 

Available grants/funding

BLERF

Potential partnerships/investors

Bega Beef Co-op, BVSC, LLS, 
producer groups

Benefits

Pillar 3:  Empower & Accelerate
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Solar-powered water 
infrastructure network
Bega Net Zero Emissions Water Supply Network 

Description

Pumping water is  high energy use  but can be  shifted into different parts  of the  
day to suit low carbon energy generation sources . Ins talling s ignificant behind-
the-meter solar can create  a daytime energy supply opportunity which, coupled 
with process  changes , can meet up to 70%  of energy needs  and export 
s ignificant power. Energy s torage sys tems , battery or otherwise , can close  the  
gap for energy demand. Changing how and when we pump water needs  smart 
control sys tems  and smart operations  to optimise  re turn on inves tment.

Priority Impact Cost   $6m

Outcomes

– Carbon neutral - This  project will contribute  to achieving Bega Valley Shire’s  
net zero emiss ions  by 2050 target, through reduced emiss ions  from water 
treatment and re ticulation. 

– Resource optimisation - Power generated on s ite  will reduce e lectricity 
transmiss ion losses , while  on-s ite  s torage will contribute  to grid s tability and 
load management. Export to the  grid will contribute  to reducing the  carbon 
intens ity of the  e lectricity grid. 

– Local economy - Inves tment in capital ins tallation, maintenance and 
operation will contribute  to the  local economy. 

Available grants/funding

– BVSC matching funds  
– No Grants  identified

Potential partnerships/investors

– BVSC
– Essential Energy
– Water users  

Benefits

Pillar 3:  Empower & Accelerate
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Implement a circular food 
system
Bega Smart Local Food and Logistics Program

Description

The complexity of food s ys tems  requires  a holis tic and co-ordinated approach. To develop more 
res ilient food s ys tems  that s upport a vibrant and s us tainable  local economy and environment, 
agricultural producers  need to be profitable . This  Future  Food Sys tem program will develop a 
s trategy and activation program bas ed on circularity concepts to achieve local job creation, improved 
logis tics  networks , integrated digital Ag technologies , optimal nature  pos itive production, increas ed 
res ilience and reduced food/res ource was te .

Priority Impact Cost : $6m

Outcomes

The program will bols ter the  pas s ion and s trength of planned and exis ting local initiatives  ens uring 
s ynergies  that will amplify collective  outcomes :

– Local Economy – Improved farm gate  re turns  and increas ed employment through new
approaches  to farming, agricultural proces s ing, marketing and dis tribution. Promoting provenance, 
future  proof farming and uniquenes s  of the  Bega region incorporating a “Hack Farm” and 
Circularity Education Centre .

– Logistics - Smart logis tics  network s upporting regional and national market acces s , decreas ed 
footprint involving the  participation of logis tics  and dis tribution partners  and infras tructure  
planners .

– Technology - Empowered locally driven technology pathway targeting s mart yet low cos t 
technology s olutions  with locally demons trated value and effectivenes s  allowing acces s  to low 
thres hold technology to increas e productivity for farmers  and s mall bus ines s es .

– Education & Tourism - Valuable res earch opportunities  for local Univers ities  i.e . Charles  Sturt 
Univers ity and the Univers ity of Wollongong. Study tour facilities  for primary and s econdary 
s chools  aligned with the  STEM curriculum. Promoting the  Bega region as  a Eco-Touris m 
des tination.

– Waste - Smart food & res ource was te/s urplus  s olutions

Available grants/funding

Kick off with Rabobank powered Circular Food 
Valley Forum 2021 in the  Bega Valley to s hare  
the  vis ion and mobilize  the  s takeholders .

Potential partnerships/investors

SCPA South Eas t Producers , 2PiSoftware, Bega 
Chees e, KPMG, Rabobank, local 
farmers /networks , technology entreprene urs , 
Government, Logis tics , Univers ities , local 
s chools

Benefits

Pillar 3:  Empower & Accelerate
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Develop new marine 
carbon sinks
Tackling climate change and biodiversity loss through kelp farming

Description

Kelp is  able  to absorb up to 20 times  the  amount of CO2 than a fores t and 
improve marine  biodivers ity. Bega Valley’s  s trong coas tal presence provide  an 
ideal location for develop regenerative  seaweed farming and carbon s inks .

This  project aims  to promote  the  development of a kelp nursery and kelp farming 
for applications  within other indus tries .

Priority Impact Cost : $

Outcomes

– Carbon sequestration: s trengthen the  region’s  environmental services  
through carbon offse ts .

– Biodiversity enhancements : contribute  to the  res toration of marine  
biodivers ity through the  provis ion of habitat and shade.

– Organic material : tap into the  potential of algae  for the  Circular Economy by 
supporting other indus tries  to source  regenerative  products  (e .g. as  fertiliser, 
superfood or other, as  discovered by our research partner).

Available grants/funding

– No Grants  identified

Potential partnerships/investors

Bega Cheese , Participating seaweed 
farms , Bega Beef Coop, Far South 
Coas t Dairy Development Group, 
Rabobank, UoW, KPMG.

Benefits

Under cons ideration
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Asparagopsis

Animal methane reduction through asparagopsis diet

Description

Over 50%  of Aus tralia’s  land use  is  leveraged for ruminant grazing. In the  Bega 
Valley, 15%  of the  land is  used for ruminant grazing. While  cows  in particular 
generate  a high amount of methane, CSIRO identified that aspargops is  seaweed 
could s ignificantly reduce methane reduction in cow’s  diges tion process , potentially 
paving the  way for a world class  solution on cow footprints .

This  project will aim to enhance exis ting efforts  around asparagops is  and the  
following options  are  being cons idered:
• Embed circularity into stockfeed (lick blocks) asparagops is  into feed solutions  

us ing Bega Cheese’s  by-products  (salt, nutrients , energy) as  ingredient inputs  to 
AACo lick block manufacturing + asparagops is ;

• Identify additional u ses for the  asparagops is  product beyond feed, e .g. as  a 
fertiliser;

• Land based production - use  of was te  salt water, energy (heat)
• Trial into dairy as  a feed input and measure methane reduction in a pas ture  fed 

dairy model as  well as  assess taste implications on dairy products ;
• Research additional delivery options , e .g. infuse  into lives tock drinking points

Outcomes

Confirmed feas ibility, viability, practicality of introducing asparagops is  to cow die ts .

Available grants/funding

– Methane  Emiss ions  Reduction in Lives tock 
Stage  2: Feas ibility and Development 
Grants

Potential partnerships/investors

– Regional Circularity Cooperative
– Woolworths
– AACo
– Bega Cheese
– MLA
– CSIRO
– Fisheries  RDC
– KPMG
– Rabobank
– Microsoft



Contact details:

Barry Irvin
Chairman

Regional Circularity
Co-operative

02 6491 7720

Join us to 
enable a more 
circular 
economy and 
regionally 
resilient 
communities



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

DPIE Bega River Area Water Sharing Plan Mailbox 
Bega Water Sharing Plan Review
Saturday, 20 August 2022 10:54:36 AM

CANDELO 2550

NSW Department of Planning & Environment
NSW Department of Primary Industry

To whom it may concern,

We strongly object to the draft water sharing plan for the Bega River Area Regulated, 
Unregulated and Alluvial Water Sources 2023.

The proposed plan does not meet the needs of the community and therefore will not be 
successful in meeting its objectives. We find it appalling that after all the work we have done, 
and money spent, to improve the condition of our water ways that we are now being penalised 
for our efforts. By the Govt reneging on the Cease to Pump agreement at Kanoona and by 
making the implementation of on farm water storage unviable in most water sources.

The capture of water in high flows following major rainfall events in on farm storages for use 
during prolonged dry periods, makes a lot of sense in this region. Through the right licencing 
options there is also significant opportunity to reduce irrigation pressure on low flows to further 
improve the condition of our water ways.

It is difficult for us to reconcile that;
The Natural Resource Commission 2021, recommended investigation into on farm water storage 
as a means of reducing pressure on low flows and that DPIE Water as part of the Draft Southern 
Regional Water Strategy included on farm water storage in their shortlist of options to improve 
water resilience for communities and industry. Yet DPIE Water as part of the remake of the Bega 
Water Sharing Plan are proposing to make the implementation of on farm water storage 
impossible across most water sources for the next 10 years.

We strongly object to the proposed increases to the cease to pump rules in all water sources. In 
the Dry and Narira water sources the increase makes irrigation direct from streams unviable with 
out on farm water storage, which are not viable to implement the under current and proposed 
WSP. In the Bega Bemboka, the increase is unjustified given, during the current WSP period, 
flows only dropped below 2ML/day at Kanoona, at the very end of the second worst drought on 
record. Rather than imposing increased risk on irrigators the focus should be on increasing the 
Drought Reserve in Cochrane Dam and encouraging the implementation of on farm water 
storage.

We urgently request that DPIE Water return to the Bega Valley and work together with water 
licence holders and the community to identify and agree on rules that are appropriate for our 
landscape and will help encourage on farm water storage and reduce irrigation pressure on low 
stream flows. The proposed WSP in its current form will result in further dairy closures during 
the next dry period and will put at risk food manufacturing in this region. We need the Govt to 
urgently work with the local community to change the plan so it will achieve its objectives and 
assist the Bega Valley transition to a circular economy.

As a fourth generation dairy farmer here in the Bega Valley, recently retired after over half a 
century of dairying, I shudder at the thought of what will be the future of farming under these 
directives in the name of the environment. No amount of pumping will do to our rivers and 
streams what nature did in the first decade of this century. Within months of the rains returning 
the flora and fauna in our streams was well on the way to normality. Small fish, eels, shrimp, 
water spiders etc. could be seen as routine. Cormorants, rarely seen here in the past, regularly 
feeding in the waterholes up and down stream were an obvious indication of the natural 
recovery of the system.

I believe that our farming industries are being hijacked by armchair intellectuals, with no dirt 
under their fingernails, to appease a doomsday environmental crowd with little knowledge or 
appreciation of the land that feeds them.

mailto:begariverarea.wsp@dpie.nsw.gov.au


Yours faithfully, 



20 August 2022 

 

 

 

NSW Department of Planning & Environment 
NSW Department of Primary Industry 

To whom it may concern, 

I strongly object to the draft water sharing plan for the Bega River Area Regulated, Unregulated and 
Alluvial Water Sources 2023. 

The proposed plan was written before engagement with the community, does not meet its needs 
and therefore will not be successful in meeting its objectives. The Bega Valley is uniquely positioned 
in that the community, industry and local government are all engaged in environmental 
improvement activities through the established of the circular economy cooperative. The proposed 
changes will have limited to no environmental benefit and will limit other environmental 
improvement through local activities.    

Farmers in the Bega Valley have engaged with the government in the past to successfully improve 
waterways.  I find it inexcusable that with no consultation and after over $10m has been spent by 
local farmers in waterway improvements, that we are now being penalised for our efforts. The 
Government is reneging on the Cease to Pump agreement at Kanoona which was agreed as part of 
the justification to give up land and water access for stock. It is also making the implementation of 
on farm water storage unviable in most water sources. 

The capture of water in high flows following major rainfall events in on farm storages for use during 
prolonged dry periods, makes a lot of sense in this region.  Through the right licencing options there 
are also significant opportunity to reduce irrigation pressure on low flows to further improve the 
condition of our water ways. 

It is difficult to reconcile that; 
The Natural Resource Commission 2021, recommended investigation into on farm water storage as 
a means of reducing pressure on low flows and that DPIE Water as part of the Draft Southern 
Regional Water Strategy included on farm water storage in their shortlist of options to improve 
water resilience for communities and industry.  Yet DPIE Water as part of the remake of the Bega 
Water Sharing Plan are proposing to make the implementation of on farm water storage impossible 
across most water sources for the next 10 years. 

I strongly object to the proposed increases to the cease to pump rules in all water sources. In the Dry 
and Narira water sources the increase makes irrigation direct from streams unviable with out on 
farm water storage, which are not viable to implement the under current and proposed WSP.  In the 
Bega Bemboka, the increase is unjustified given, under the current WSP flows only dropped below 
2ML/day at Kanoona, at the very end of the second worst drought on record.  Rather than imposing 



increased risk on irrigators the focus should be on increasing the Drought Reserve in Cochrane Dam 
and encouraging the implementation of on farm water storage. 

I urgently request that DPIE Water return to the Bega Valley and work together with water licence 
holders and the community to identify and agree on rules that are appropriate for our landscape and 
will help encourage on farm water storage and reduce irrigation pressure on low stream flows.  The 
proposed WSP in its current form will result in less environmental improvement and further dairy 
closures during the next dry period and will put at risk food manufacturing in this region.  We need 
the Govt to urgently work with the local community to change the plan so it will achieve its 
objectives and assist the Bega Valley transition to a circular economy. 

Yours sincerely 







From: digital.services=squiz.dpie.nsw.gov.au@squiz.regional.nsw.gov.au on behalf of
digital.services@squiz.dpie.nsw.gov.au

To: DPIE Bega River Area Water Sharing Plan Mailbox
Subject: Submission for the draft replacement Bega River Area Regulated, Unregulated and Alluvial Water Sharing

Plan
Date: Sunday, 21 August 2022 10:44:24 AM

Permission
I would like my
submission to be
treated as
confidential?:

No

I would like my
personal details
to be treated as
confidential?:

Yes

Your details
Name:
Postal address:
Telephone:

 

Email address:
Stakeholder
group :  Local landholder

If you selected
other, please
specify:
Did you attend
one of the drop-
in information
session at Bega
or Cobargo; the
information
webinar, or meet
with the
department
about the water
sharing plan?:

yes

If your
comments refer
to a specific
water source,
which one?:

Candelo water source

Your feedback
Which water
source/s does
your answer
refer?:

Upper Bega/Bemboka

Do you support
the proposed
cease to pump

No - the water licence holders kept their end of the BRHA and
implemented a lot of environmental works to maintain the 2ML CTP.
The licence holders managed water sharing to keep the water flow
above 2ML/day until the end of the 2019 drought. The focus should be

mailto:digital.services=squiz.dpie.nsw.gov.au@squiz.regional.nsw.gov.au
mailto:begariverarea.wsp@dpie.nsw.gov.au
mailto:begariverarea.wsp@dpie.nsw.gov.au


rules? Why/why
not?:

on the Cochrane Dam drought reserve and improving its security ,
triggers and releases. The volume needs to be 800ML when below
average rainfall is predicted by the BOM

Will the
proposed cease
to pump rules
impact your
business? How?
What could be
done to mitigate
that impact?:

Yes - the whole region will be impacted if more dairy farmers close and
the factories in Bega downsize as a result of this plan. Services will be
lost and that will directly impact our business

Do you think
that the
proposed cease
to pump rules
appropriately
protect the
environment?
Why/why not.:

The CTP rules have been modelled many times. The river is in good
condition, Yes the environment is protected except when the drought
reserve is active - that is the area that needs improvement

Your feedback
Do you support
allowing trade
into these water
sources at high
flow? And the
limits to ensure
risk remain lows
at these higher
flow classes?:

This is a positive change but the upper limits will stop implementation
particularly in the Upper Bega Bemboka tributaries. We need both a
high flow and low flow option to make the implementation of on farm
storage work.

What factors
would
encourage you
to buy/sell
water? Other
comments?:

We don't use our entitlement, but we are unlikely to sell because it may
affect the resale of the farm. We don't use our entitlement because when
we want to irrigate there is not enough water flow and we would
adversely impact downstream stock and domestic users. Investment in
irrigation infrastructure would be viable for our beef operation at the
moment but the high beef prices are not likely to last.

Your feedback
Do you support
allowing
Aboriginal
Community
Development
Licences in
these select
areas? Why/why
not.:

yes support in principle, don't know enough about what the Aboriginal
community need to make an informed comment.

Your feedback

What do you
think of these
proposed
changes and the

the 3:1 needs to be maintained in all the water sources where it is
allowed currently and extended to the Murrah Wallaga water sources.
Our understanding is the current 3:1 is to a B class not C class and
outlined in the govt documentation. We need to encourage the
implementation of on farm water storage - there may be other ways that
could achieve this - it needs to be explored further. Turkey nest dams



reasons for
them?:

can not be constructed in our landscape the hills are too steep and their
is not enough clay content in the soil. We need to use natural gullies -
we need to work out licencing options that will work in our landscape
that will also protect low flows.

Do you think
this is
appropriate?
Why/why not?:

No to what is currently proposed

Your feedback
Do you have any
comments on
this aspect of the
draft plan?:

The Brogo has a over allocation and under utilization problem. The
Brogo needs serious focus and discussion with licence holders on how
the system can be best managed. I am not sure what impact this rule
change will have on licence holders

Your feedback
Do you have any
comments on
this aspect of the
draft plan? :

This could be a positive rule change if the licence holders down stream
could build on farm water storages to benefit from it.

Your feedback
Do you have any
comments on
this aspect of the
draft plan? :

Changing culture will be challenging - irrigators are used to just turning
their pumps on. it will need significant effort from water nsw to achieve
change. is iwas easy to use for irrigators - is the tool the part of the
problem?

Your feedback

Do you have any
comments the
drought reserve
rules or other
operational
aspects of
Cochrane Dam?:

This dam was built for the purpose of power generation, however its
catchment area is one of the most high yielding from a water source
perspective and it is located on an unregulated water source. Cochrane
should be able to hold back high flows for power generation, but they
should not be allowed to hold back water during low flows and drought.
The drought reserve is critical - it needs to be better secured and more
effective triggers put in place to ensure during drought times the volume
stored is 800ML not 500ML. The pulsing of the river should also be
reviewed - Flows should be released over a 6- 12 hr period not 30
minutes based on the AEMO spot price.

Your feedback
Do you support
the new
LTAAEL (Long
Term Average
Annual
Extraction
Limits)
definition?
Why/why not? :

This change has potential but is not likely to be effective because the
current other rules will not facilitate the building of on farm water
storage and the conversion to high flows

Your feedback
Do you support
inclusion of this
Groundwater
Source?
Why/why not? :

No comment - groundwater will benefit a very small number of
landholders - not major industry benefit

Your feedback



Do you think
these proposed
rules and
distance
conditions are
appropriate?:

Not likely to impact many people

Your feedback
Do you have any
comments on
this aspect of the
draft plan?:

The metering of water use between water sources needs to be simplified
- particularly for the upper bega/Bemboka systems - the rules are crazy

Your feedback

Do you think
this is
appropriate?
Why/why not?:

We were advised the increase in HR would be added to the LTAAEL
and not affect licence holder entitlements. This is not what we were told
at the HR consultation sessions. This is a major breach of trust - in
consultation sessions we need to be told the truth and the Govt needs to
abide by what they tell the community.

Additional feedback
Comments on
any aspect of the
draft plan?:

DPIE need to come back to the Bega Valley and work with licence
holders to make the plan workable - as it is it will be devastating for our
communities

Attachments: No file uploaded
How did you
hear about the
Public
Exhibition?:

Direct email

If you selected
other, please
specify.:



Submission on the Bega Water Sharing Plan Remake. 

, August 2022. 

The proposed changes to the Bega water sharing plan are in general to be welcomed, but they do 
not go far enough. While it is understandable that the dairy irrigators feel some chagrin that their 
efforts in environmental improvements (Box 2, page 74/112, PDF 80/134, NRC report)  have not 
been adequately rewarded, the fact remains that connecting flows down the trunk stream of the 
Bega Bemboka River have failed in dry times. 

Connecting flows are important in maintaining water quality for dairy wash-down purposes.  Should 
some of the pool environments experience prolonged periods of no flow during hot weather, 
temperature stratification will cause the release of nutrients from the benthos.  With temperature 
stratification, there is no mixing of oxygen rich surface water with the lower depths.  Anaerobic 
bacteria will proliferate and unfortunately lower the pH and make nutrients bound to clay particles 
more soluble. In this circumstance, toxic cyanobacteria blooms (blue-green algae) are likely to occur.  
This could kill dairy cows directly and cripple the dairy industry because the water will be unusable 
for dairy hygiene. 

Standard chlorination treatment of town-water supplies from the Murray River, which were 
contaminated with blue-green algae, has been shown to release the toxins and actually cause an 
increase in gastro-intestinal disease. 

The Natural Resources Commission report on the Bega/Bemboka plan proposed an increase in the 
cease to pump rule for the Kanoonah gauge from 2 to 5 ML per day.  However, the modelling report 
for the upper Bemboka showed that connectivity is lost at flows less than 6 ML/day and that a 
commence to pump rule of 10 ML/day would be required to maintain connectivity.   

The fact sheet summarising the productivity impacts of proposed changes to the cease to pump rule 
showed fairly modest costs even with a 10 ML/day rule.  These costs should be compared to the risk 
of the impact of a toxic cyanobacterial bloom. 

The Upper Bemboka modelling report illustrated periods of very low flow which occurred 
intermittently from September 2008 to May 2009 and from mid-November 2019 to January 2020 
(page 3/7).  The causes of these periods of low flow should be examined in detail.  Illegal pumping by 
dairy irrigators is now likely to be detected by monitored pumps.  Transmission losses associated 
with riparian vegetation, particularly exotic willows, could be a factor.  Increased water use in the 
upper catchments associated with intensive logging and dense regeneration is likely to be a 
contributing cause.  There is no cease to pump for trees. 

As the climate warms, evapotranspiration losses are likely to increase significantly.  The Draft South 
Coast Regional Water Strategy sets out predictions on changes to rainfall seasonality, temperature, 
evapotranspiration losses and sea level rise (page 25/112, PDF 31/134).  While the rainfall 
predictions are questionable in the light of recent experience, there can be no doubt that 
evapotranspiration losses will increase as average temperatures increase.  This implies cease to flow 
events will be more common and of longer duration.   Dairy farmers may find it prudent to store 
good quality water in large tanks for periods when low flows are embargoed or contaminated. 



The provisions for “carryover water” rights in unregulated rivers are questionable.  There is no 
method to predict future water availability in unregulated rivers so allowing licensed extractors to 
accumulate credits seems foolish.  The shares available to other water users would be decreased 
should total water availability be decreased.  Perhaps carryover water entitlement should be limited 
to regulated streams. 

The effect of new harvestable rights dams is to be monitored in the first 3 years of the plan.  
Harvestable rights have been increased from 10% to 30% of average annual runoff.  When assessing 
the impact of this provision, the effect on stormflow runoff versus low flows should be carefully 
considered.  Increased storage throughout the catchment may actually improve flow duration.  

Aboriginal Community development Licences may become available many years after dispossession 
of water rights was formalised when annual water licences were made a property right for existing 
license holders.  This occurred on the eve of a COAG meeting without any opportunity for other 
citizens to make claims or bids for these assets and without any additional cost to the existing 
license holders.  

When considering the grant of pastoral leases, Lord Earl Grey said the rights of indigenous people to 
continue to enjoy access to fresh water and the associated resources should remain undiminished.  
Following the Wik people’s court case in Western Cape York, the Howard government suspended 
the Racial Discrimination Act to give exclusive possession to pastoral lease holders.  This was touted 
as “bucket loads of extinguishment” (of native title) by the late Tim Fisher.   

The traditional enjoyment of access to fresh water and associated resources can be largely ensured 
by protection of the health of rivers in all aspects.  This includes water quality, flow duration, natural 
riparian vegetation and aquatic biota.   

The scale of Aboriginal Community development licenses appears to be rather mean-spirited in the 
context of this history. 

Town Water Supplies. 

The Bega sands aquifer is the largest and most secure fresh water source in the Bega Valley Shire.  It 
supplies the Bega/Tathra system and supplements the “Tantawangalo scheme” through the pipeline 
from the Bega sands to the Yellow Pinch Dam.  This proved to be crucial in the lead up to the 
bushfire emergency of 2019/2020 so that water supplies for towns in the southern half of the shire 
were unrestricted even though the Kiah bore field had been depleted. 

The size of the Bega Sands aquifer has not been adequately assessed.  Earlier estimates of 20,000 or 
even 30,000 ML have been reduced to about 12,000 ML (NRC report, Page84/134).  This suggests 
that good flow duration at least to the Kanoonah gauge will be vital into the future. 

Conclusions. 

Protection of low flows connecting pool habitats along coastal streams remains the cornerstone of 
protecting water quality for town water use, diary hygiene and the aquatic environment.  While long 
term average annual extraction limits have been a focus of DPIE water as a tool for balancing water 
extraction and environmental needs, these are more relevant to inland streams where any 



extraction can have an impact all the way to the Murray mouth.  For coastal streams east of the 
Dividing Range, the overwhelming preponderance of flows occurs in a few events following a few 
days of heavy rainfall.  Most of this water is out to sea within a week or so.  To capture and store a 
proportion of this stormflow water would seem to be desirable.  Protection of the aquatic 
environment and water quality for human use depends upon maintaining flow duration and 
connecting flows in dry times. 

 



20 August 2022 

  

Bemboka NSW 2550 

 

NSW Department of Planning & Environment 
NSW Department of Primary Industry 

To whom it may concern, 

We strongly object to the draft water sharing plan for the Bega River Area Regulated, Unregulated 
and Alluvial Water Sources 2023.   

The proposed plan does not meet the needs of the community and therefore will not be successful 
in meeting its objectives. We find it appalling that after all the work we have done, and money 
spent, to improve the condition of our water ways that we are now being penalised for our efforts. 
By the Govt reneging on the Cease to Pump agreement at Kanoona and by making the 
implementation of on farm water storage unviable in most water sources. 

The capture of water in high flows following major rainfall events in on farm storages for use during 
prolonged dry periods, makes a lot of sense in this region.  Through the right licencing options there 
is also significant opportunity to reduce irrigation pressure on low flows to further improve the 
condition of our water ways. 

It is difficult for us to reconcile that; 
The Natural Resource Commission 2021, recommended investigation into on farm water storage as 
a means of reducing pressure on low flows and that DPIE Water as part of the Draft Southern 
Regional Water Strategy included on farm water storage in their shortlist of options to improve 
water resilience for communities and industry.  Yet DPIE Water as part of the remake of the Bega 
Water Sharing Plan are proposing to make the implementation of on farm water storage impossible 
across most water sources for the next 10 years. 

We strongly object to the proposed increases to the cease to pump rules in all water sources. In the 
Dry and Narira water sources the increase makes irrigation direct from streams unviable with out on 
farm water storage, which are not viable to implement the under current and proposed WSP.  In the 
Bega Bemboka, the increase is unjustified given, during the current WSP period, flows only dropped 
below 2ML/day at Kanoona, at the very end of the second worst drought on record.  Rather than 
imposing increased risk on irrigators the focus should be on increasing the Drought Reserve in 
Cochrane Dam and encouraging the implementation of on farm water storage. 

We urgently request that DPIE Water return to the Bega Valley and work together with water licence 
holders and the community to identify and agree on rules that are appropriate for our landscape and 
will help encourage on farm water storage and reduce irrigation pressure on low stream flows.  The 
proposed WSP in its current form will result in further dairy closures during the next dry period and 
will put at risk food manufacturing in this region.  We need the Govt to urgently work with the local 



community to change the plan so it will achieve its objectives and assist the Bega Valley transition to 
a circular economy. 

Yours sincerely 

 

Bemboka NSW 2550 



From: digital.services=squiz.dpie.nsw.gov.au@squiz.regional.nsw.gov.au on behalf of
digital.services@squiz.dpie.nsw.gov.au

To: DPIE Bega River Area Water Sharing Plan Mailbox
Subject: Submission for the draft replacement Bega River Area Regulated, Unregulated and Alluvial Water Sharing

Plan
Date: Sunday, 21 August 2022 4:59:15 PM

Permission
I would like my
submission to be
treated as
confidential?:

No

I would like my
personal details
to be treated as
confidential?:

No

Your details
Name: Josh Hergenhan
Postal address:
Telephone:

 

Email address:
Stakeholder
group :

 

Water user – Licence holder

If you selected
other, please
specify:
Did you attend
one of the drop-
in information
session at Bega
or Cobargo; the
information
webinar, or meet
with the
department
about the water
sharing plan?:

Yes

If your
comments refer
to a specific
water source,
which one?:

Tantawangalo Creek

Your feedback
Which water
source/s does
your answer
refer?:

Upper Bega/Bemboka

Do you support

I do not support the proposed cease to pump rules. Considerable work
has been undertaken by irrigators in the form of river management of
environmental flows along with rehabilitation works along creek and
river banks. These works have been undertaken at the landholders

mailto:digital.services=squiz.dpie.nsw.gov.au@squiz.regional.nsw.gov.au
mailto:begariverarea.wsp@dpie.nsw.gov.au
mailto:begariverarea.wsp@dpie.nsw.gov.au


the proposed
cease to pump
rules? Why/why
not?:

expense and I believe the landholders are being punished with
unrealistic expectations resulting from the exceptional works completed.
Cease to pump levels on Tantawangalo Creek was raised from 2mL to 5
mL without consultation. Bega Valley Shire Council takes a minimum
of 3mL per day for town supplies. This effectively makes the cease to
pump on the Tanawangalo Ck at 8mL.

Will the
proposed cease
to pump rules
impact your
business? How?
What could be
done to mitigate
that impact?:

The cease to pump levels will definitely impact our dairy farm in a
negative way. Having a 5ML ctp instead of 2ML will increase our days
of not pumping by another 77 days. This will make the operation of our
dairy unsustainable in the future. Cease to pump needs to revert back to
2ML in order to make our business sustainable.

Do you think
that the
proposed cease
to pump rules
appropriately
protect the
environment?
Why/why not.:

Tanatawagalo Ck has a strong environmental flow at 2ML. All
irrigators operate as a team in sharing water supply and the only times
levels drop below 2ML is in extreme drought when water is not running
into system.

Your feedback
Do you support
allowing trade
into these water
sources at high
flow? And the
limits to ensure
risk remain lows
at these higher
flow classes?:

I support the trade rules. The maximum limits are to low.

What factors
would encourage
you to buy/sell
water? Other
comments?:

Not selling at all. Would perhaps buy if we were able to put in decent on
farm storage.

Your feedback
Do you support
allowing
Aboriginal
Community
Development
Licences in
these select
areas? Why/why
not.:
Your feedback
What do you
think of these
proposed Object to the removal of water sources. On farm storage should be



changes and the
reasons for
them?:

encouraged

Do you think
this is
appropriate?
Why/why not?:
Your feedback
Do you have any
comments on
this aspect of the
draft plan?:
Your feedback
Do you have any
comments on
this aspect of the
draft plan? :

Has potential but need more encouragement for farm storage options to
take advantage of it

Your feedback
Do you have any
comments on
this aspect of the
draft plan? :
Your feedback
Do you have any
comments the
drought reserve
rules or other
operational
aspects of
Cochrane Dam?:

Need minimum releases all year round to maintain flow and stop
pulsing occuring

Your feedback
Do you support
the new
LTAAEL (Long
Term Average
Annual
Extraction
Limits)
definition?
Why/why not? :

Has potential if applied correctly, but rules/ red tape will render it
ineffective

Your feedback
Do you support
inclusion of this
Groundwater
Source?
Why/why not? :
Your feedback
Do you think
these proposed
rules and
distance



conditions are
appropriate?:
Your feedback
Do you have any
comments on
this aspect of the
draft plan?:
Your feedback
Do you think
this is
appropriate?
Why/why not?:
Additional feedback

Comments on
any aspect of the
draft plan?:

Plan has been done with virtually no input from irrigators. I request that
the department come to the table to negotiate a plan that is fair to all
concerned. Maintaining primary production whilst still providing a
strong environmental outcome. The plan in its current form does not do
this.

Attachments: No file uploaded
How did you
hear about the
Public
Exhibition?:
If you selected
other, please
specify.:



 

 

21-8-2022

To whom it may Concern 

I write to you regarding the Bega River Area Water Sharing Plan. 

I am a river representative for the Bega Bemboka system. I have lived on the river all my life and 
have seen a massive change for the better in how the river has been managed. There has been an 
improvement in maintaining connectivity and flows within the system to the Kanoona rocks gauging 
station. Currently set at 2 megs per day minimum.  

I have a pump under 100 mm so I keep a daily pumping log when irrigating. At no stage have I seen 
the flow rate fall below 2 megs at Kanoona rocks when pumping has been taking place. My diary is 
available to anyone who cares to look at it. 

The cease to pump has been lifted to 5 megs. This I feel is wrong. 

Around 2009 under the Bega River Health agreement. It was agreed to maintain access to the river 
flows irrigators were required to fence the river and tree out the fenced area. This was done at 
considerable cost and combined with ongoing maintenance, takes considerable management.  This 
seems to have been ignored with the lifting to 5 megs. 

The 5 megs would be workable if larger irrigators were given a clear path to dam building in advance 
(10 years) of lifting the cease to pump at 2 megs. Had this occurred, dams would have been built to 
harvest high flows and allow storage of water higher in the catchment. I find it hard to believe when 
220,000 megs are flowing past the Kanoona gauging station a day, a portion of this water cannot be 
harvested. I believe a mechanism needs to be found to allow this to happen, but not impact licences, 
as capturing this water comes at a cost. 

Maximum harvestable rights need to be lifted even above 30 % as the 30% is not worthwhile. The 
coastal areas seem to be getting captured within inland rivers. Flows on the coast are completely 
different – our water is only in the system for 3 days.  Should someone be prepared to build a larger 
dam that will not fill every year they should be allowed to. 

With the region been impacted by bushfires 2 and a half years ago dams, would have allowed access 
to nearby water instead of having to cart of fly it for many kms. 

Building of turkey nest dams on the coast do not work, as the terrain needs to have level areas for 
their construction. Because of this, storages need to be allowed on level 3 water courses. There 
appears to be a deal of inconsistency with level 3 water courses and mapping precluding some from 
been able to build. 

With this, I have not found I person who has been able to explain to me the pathway to constructing 
a dam. This does not even touch on the inconsistencies within the catchment which seem to be put 
in place to stop any progress. 



Add to this in one of the main areas of the catchment we have Cochrane Dam. This dam does not 
even appear in the plan. Irrigators had a plan and a drought reserve in place when the dam was 
government owned. The dam was sold with an agreement in place, this plan has been ignored. 
Irrigators had a pool of money in place to compensate for any spills.  Management of the dam now 
releases slugs/pulses of water into the system which certainly makes “sharing “impossible. 

In finishing I am very disappointed in the consultative process – which I have been a part of. The plan 
has been written and then “consultation” has taken place. It appears we have been listened to but 
not heard. We have certainly not been consulted.    

I feel the process needs to start again as getting this wrong will have serious implications for the 
region. 

Yours Sincerely 



From: digital.services=squiz.dpie.nsw.gov.au@squiz.regional.nsw.gov.au on behalf of
digital.services@squiz.dpie.nsw.gov.au

To: DPIE Bega River Area Water Sharing Plan Mailbox
Subject: Submission for the draft replacement Bega River Area Regulated, Unregulated and Alluvial Water Sharing

Plan
Date: Sunday, 21 August 2022 9:19:54 PM

Permission
I would like my submission to be
treated as confidential?:
I would like my personal details to
be treated as confidential?:
Your details
Name:
Postal address:
Telephone:
Email address:
Stakeholder group :
If you selected other, please
specify:
Did you attend one of the drop-in
information session at Bega or
Cobargo; the information webinar,
or meet with the department about
the water sharing plan?:
If your comments refer to a specific
water source, which one?:
Your feedback
Which water source/s does your
answer refer?:
Do you support the proposed cease
to pump rules? Why/why not?:
Will the proposed cease to pump
rules impact your business? How?
What could be done to mitigate that
impact?:
Do you think that the proposed
cease to pump rules appropriately
protect the environment? Why/why
not.:
Your feedback
Do you support allowing trade into
these water sources at high flow?
And the limits to ensure risk remain
lows at these higher flow classes?:
What factors would encourage you
to buy/sell water? Other
comments?:

No

No

Farran Terlich

Water user – Licence holder

Yes. Cobargo

Murrah Narira Dry River

Dry River

No The environment has changed since the Summer 
Bushfires

Could as weather conditions have changed

No. The environment is changing constantly. As you 
stage this question maybe you should be asking why 
not remove all humans from this planet.

Our catchments are to short of available flow to be 
economical of justifiable in implementing.

Once again our catchment is unique as to size and 
availability to many buyers or sellers,

Your feedback

mailto:digital.services=squiz.dpie.nsw.gov.au@squiz.regional.nsw.gov.au
mailto:begariverarea.wsp@dpie.nsw.gov.au
mailto:begariverarea.wsp@dpie.nsw.gov.au


Do you support allowing
Aboriginal Community
Development Licences in these
select areas? Why/why not.:

Of no concern as long as there is no confiscation of
existing licenses or reductions as these are now tired
to valuations and bank guarantees.

Your feedback
What do you think of these
proposed changes and the reasons
for them?:

To low Also uneconomical

Do you think this is appropriate?
Why/why not?: Flows are not suited As above

Your feedback
Do you have any comments on this
aspect of the draft plan?: redirect all water for town use only

Your feedback
Do you have any comments on this
aspect of the draft plan? : Royalties to be paid to the Queen of England

Your feedback

Do you have any comments on this
aspect of the draft plan? :

If its only town use. There is not sufficient water as
is in long durations of drought. More Dam Capacity
or others to supplement

Your feedback
Do you have any comments the
drought reserve rules or other
operational aspects of Cochrane
Dam?:

Build extra capacity

Your feedback
Do you support the new LTAAEL
(Long Term Average Annual
Extraction Limits) definition?
Why/why not? :

No Restrictions will ultimately impact future
agricultural development

Your feedback
Do you support inclusion of this
Groundwater Source? Why/why
not? :

No comment as this is not in my zone

Your feedback
Do you think these proposed rules
and distance conditions are
appropriate?:

making it more uneconomical in the future landscape

Your feedback

Do you have any comments on this
aspect of the draft plan?:

Once again it is in how to be economical. As we
have experienced in the past and as we look to the
future it is likely that no concern in being economical
as those above don't have to absorb additional
expense in their production costs.

Your feedback
Do you think this is appropriate?
Why/why not?: Not from our region

Additional feedback
Comments on any aspect of the



draft plan?: Third order should be able to have a dam

Attachments: No file uploaded
How did you hear about the Public
Exhibition?: Other (specify)

If you selected other, please
specify.: neighbour



21/08/2022 

NSW Department of Planning & Environment 
NSW Department of Primary Industries 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to object in the strongest possible terms to the draft Water Sharing Plan 
for the Bega River Area Regulated, Unregulated and Alluvial Water Sources 2023. 

I am writing in a personal capacity as an affected landholder, but also on behalf of my 
community, and my industry as a dairy farmer. I currently hold a position on the 
Dairy Committee of the NSW Farmers' Association, on the Board of Directors of 
Dairy NSW, and as Deputy Chair of the NSW Government Dairy Action Plan 
Implementation Panel. This submission does not represent those bodies, but I mention 
these roles to give credibility to my understanding of the needs of the dairy industry in 
the Bega Valley, and hopefully of good policy and process. 

I object both to the draft plan, and the process through which it was developed. 

The process did not consult with the community affected by the plan, to help develop 
a plan suitable for the affected community, it told us what was going to happen. It did 
not listen, it offered no flexibility, it offered no opportunity for change, revision, or 
improvement. 

The proposed plan does not meet the needs of the Bega Valley and will not meet the 
objectives of the plan. It shows very limited understanding of the local river system 
and our rainfall and topography. It shows no recognition of the work done in the 
valley, and improvements made to our river system and water management. 

The Bega Valley typifies the characterisation of Australia as "a land of droughts and 
flooding rains". We experience regular periods of dry, and intense periods ofrain. A 
sensible and flexible water sharing plan would recognise this, and provide for the 
capture and storage of water in as many storages as possible during high rainfall/high 
flow events. Ideally this would be in a diverse system of on farm storages, as well as 
increased capacity of central or major storages such as Brogo and Cochrane dams. 

Intense rainfall may fall in parts of the catchment, and not in others. Smaller, 
distributed, on farm storages, could make use of this rainfall, where it does not fall in 
the catchment of major dams. This could reduce flooding, increase water availability 
during droughts, and provide a distributed source of water for fighting fires, which 
was sadly lacking during the 2019/20 fires after a period of intense drought. 

 



The State Government recently announced an increase in Harvestable Water Rights 
from 10% to 30%, partially in recognition of this. However, restrictions on dams 
placed on 3rd order streams largely render this change irrelevant, as the appropriate 
and effective dams to take up this change are not allowed, and there is no process 
available for case by case review and approval of such dams. 

I strenuously insist that the provision for a case by case assessment of a given dam be 
included in the proposed Water Sharing Plan/legislation. There needs to be flexibility 
built into these rules - not one size fits all. 

There is no point in allowing theoretical capture of water, if the only practical places 
to capture it are disallowed by black and white rules with no capacity for case by case 
review. I would be comfortable with an individual farmer bearing the cost of such a 
review, but the provision for the review and approval needs to be there. 

The Natural Resource Commission 2021 recommended investigation into on farm 
water storage as a means ofreducing pressure on low flows and that DPIE Water as 
part of the Draft Southern Regional Water Strategy included on farm water storage in 
their shortlist of options to improve water resilience for communities and industry. 
Yet DPIE Water as part of the remake of the Bega Water Sharing Plan are proposing 
to make the implementation of on farm water storage impossible across most water 
sources for the next 10 years. 

The draft plan significantly increases cease to pump flow rates, which I strongly 
object to. In the Dry and Narira water sources the increase makes irrigation direct 
from streams unviable with out on farm water storage, which are not viable to 
implement the under current and proposed WSP. In the Bega Bemboka, the increase 
is unjustified given, during the current WSP period, flows only dropped below 
2ML/day at Kanoona, at the very end of the second worst drought on record. Rather 
than imposing increased risk on irrigators the focus should be on increasing the 
Drought Reserve in Cochrane Dam and encouraging the implementation of on farm 
water storage. 

I urgently request that DPIE Water return to the Bega Valley and work together with 
water licence holders and the community to identify and agree on rules that are 
appropriate for our landscape and will help encourage on farm water storage and 
reduce irrigation pressure on low stream flows. The proposed WSP in its current 
form will result in further dairy closures during the next dry period and will put at risk 
food manufacturing in this region. We need the Govt to urgently work with the local 
community to change the plan so it will achieve its objectives and assist the Bega 
Valley transition to a circular economy. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 



20 August 2022 

NSW Department of Planning & Environment 

NSW Department of Primary Industry 

To whom it may co�rn, 

  

 

Via Bega NSW 2550 

 

We strongly object to the draft water sharing plan for the Bega River Area Regulated, Unregulated 

and Alluvial Water Sources 2023. 

The proposed plan does not meet the needs of the community and therefore will not be successful 

in meeting its objectives. We find it appalling that after all the work we have done, and money 

spent, to improve the condition of our water ways that we are now being penalised for our efforts. 

By the Govt reneging on the Cease to Pump agreement at Kanoona and by making the 

implementation of on farm water storage unviable in most water sources. 

The capture of water in high flows following major rainfall events in on farm storages for use during 

prolonged dry periods, makes a lot of sense in this region. Through the right licencing options there 

is also significant opportunity to reduce irrigation pressure on low flows to further improve the 

condition of our water ways. 

It is difficult for us to reconcile that; 

The Natural Resource Commission 2021, recommended investigation into on farm water storage as 

a means of reducing pressure on low flows and that DPIE Water as part of the Draft Southern 

Regional Water Strategy included on farm water storage in their shortlist of options to improve 

water resilience for communities and industry. Yet DPIE Water as part of the remake of the Bega 

Water Sharing Plan are proposing to make the implementation of on farm water storage impossible 

across most water sources for the next 10 years. 

We strongly object to the proposed increases to the cease to pump rules in all water sources. In the 

Dry and Narira water sources the increase makes irrigation direct from streams unviable with out on * 

farm water storage, which are not viable to implement the under current and proposed WSP. In the 

Bega Bemboka, the increase is unjustified given, during the current WSP period, flows only dropped 

below 2ML/day at Kanoona, at the very end of the second worst drought on record. Rather than 

imposing increased risk on irrigators the focus should be on increasing the Drought Reserve in 

Cochrane Dam and encouraging the implementation of on farm water storage. 

We urgently request that DPIE Water return to the Bega Valley and work together with water licence 

holders and the community to identify and agree on rules that are appropriate for our landscape and 

will help encourage on farm water storage and reduce irrigation pressure on low stream flows. The 

proposed WSP in its current form will result in further dairy closures during the next dry period and 

will put at risk food manufacturing in this region. We need the Govt to urgently work with the local 



community to change the plan so it will achieve its objectives and assist the Bega Valley transition to 

a circular economy. 

 

Yours sincerely 

... 
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